Analysis of in Situ LNA and DNA Hybridization Events on Microspheres.
The hybridization activity of single-stranded DNA and locked nucleic acid (LNA) sequences on microspheres is quantified in situ using flow cytometry. In contrast to conventional sample preparation for flow cytometry that involves several wash steps for posthybridization analysis, the current work entails directly monitoring hybridization events as they occur between oligonucleotide-functionalized microspheres and fluorescently tagged 9 or 15 base-long targets. We find that the extent of hybridization between single-stranded, immobilized probes and soluble targets generally increases with target sequence length or with the incorporation of LNA nucleotides in one or both oligonucleotide strands involved in duplex formation. The rate constants for duplex formation, on the other hand, remain nearly identical for all but one probe-target sequence combination. The exception to this trend involves the LNA probe and shortest perfectly matched DNA target, which exhibit a rate constant that is an order of magnitude lower than any other probe-target pair, including a mismatched duplex case. Separate studies entailing brief heat treatments to suspensions generally do not consistently yield appreciable differences in associated target densities to probe-functionalized microspheres.